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Abstract. The IMPROVE demonstrator is an integrated research prototype of
a novel design environment for chemical engineering. Throughout the IMPROVE
project, it has been considered essential to evaluate concepts and models by build-
ing innovative tools. Moreover, an integrated prototype was seen as a driving force
to glue research activities together. Two versions of the demonstrator were imple-
mented. The first version was demonstrated after the first phase of the project (from
1997 to 2000). The second demonstrator built upon the first one and was prepared
at the end of the second phase (lasting from 2000 to 2003).

This section describes the second demonstrator, which shows interdisciplinary
cooperation (between chemical and plastics engineering), interorganizational coop-
eration (between a chemical engineering company and an extruder manufacturer),
and synergistic tool integration.

1.2.1 Introduction

From the very beginning, it has been considered crucial to address both con-
cepts and tools in the IMPROVE project. Elaborating concepts and models
alone bears the risk of doing fundamental research which cannot be put into
practice. Conversely, building tools without studying and developing the un-
derlying concepts and models ends up in software development activities which
do not advance the state of research.

For this reason, it has been decided to build demonstrators on a regular
basis. The demonstrators would provide feedback to evaluate the research
on concepts and tools. In the first place, demonstrators have to be built in
the individual subprojects to evaluate their respective contributions. However,
individual demonstrators were not considered sufficient, since integration has
been a key goal of the IMPROVE project. Integration has been addressed both
at the level of modeling (integrated process and product model for chemical
engineering) and at the level of implementation. The role of the IMPROVE
demonstrator is to bundle research activities in the IMPROVE project and
to show the added value of an integrated environment for chemical process
design which is based on innovative concepts and models.

Throughout the course of the IMPROVE project, building tools has been
a constant activity. Milestones in tool development were demonstrated after
the completion of the first and the second phase, respectively. This section de-
scribes the second demonstrator, which was successfully shown at the project
review that took place in April 2003. This demonstrator builds upon its prede-
cessor, which was demonstrated at the end of the second phase in May 2000.
Since the second demonstrator extends the functionality of the first one in
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several areas, while it retains its most essential capabilities, only the second
demonstrator is discussed here.

The presentation focuses on the functionality and the user interface of
the IMPROVE demonstrator. It follows the lines of the demonstration given
for the project reviewers. Thus, the core part of this section consists of a tour
through the demonstrator, whose user interface is illustrated by several screen-
shots. Before starting the tour, we summarize the most essential contributions
of the demonstrator. We will briefly sketch the underlying concepts and mod-
els, which are described in depth in other sections of this book. Likewise, the
architecture of the demonstrator is discussed elsewhere.

The rest of this section is structured as follows: Subsection 1.2.2 provides
an overview of the demonstrator. A guided tour through the demonstrator
follows in Subsect. 1.2.3 and 1.2.4. Finally, a short conclusion is given in
Subsect. 1.2.5.

1.2.2 Overview

Case Study

The demonstration refers to a case study [17] which has been used in the
IMPROVE project as a reference scenario. The case refers to the conceptual
design of a plant for the production of Polyamide-6 (PA6), as introduced in
Subsect. 1.1.1. By means of this case study, the workflow of industrial design
processes is examined in order to identify weak points and to define require-
ments for the development of new tool functionalities or even new tools. The
case study therefore serves as a guideline for the tool design process and hence
constitues a common basis for research in the IMPROVE project. All tools
developed in IMPROVE are evaluated in the context of the case study. Fur-
thermore, these tools are integrated to a common prototype demonstrating
the interactions between the different tools and their support functionalities.
Following this working procedure, it is possible to evaluate whether the tools
really fulfill the defined requirements and contribute significantly to an im-
provement of design processes in chemical engineering.

Figure 1.9 shows different kinds of flowsheets which mark the start and
the end of the part of the overall design process which is covered by the
case study. At the beginning, the chemical process is described by an abstract
flowsheet which decomposes the process into basic steps without considering
the equipment to be used (upper part of Fig. 1.9). The process consists of
three steps: reaction of caprolactam and water, separation of input substances
which are fed back into the reaction, and compounding, which manipulates
the polymer produced in the reaction step such that the end product meets
the requirements. The lower part of Fig. 1.9 shows a process flowsheet which
consists of chemical devices and therefore describes the chemical plant to be
built – still at a fairly high level of abstraction. The process flowsheet serves
as input for detail engineering, which is beyond the scope of the case study.
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Fig. 1.9. Flowsheets for the case study

A description of the design process [169] is given in Fig. 1.10 using the no-
tation and modeling concepts of C3, which will be introduced in Sect. 2.4.
This process description is based on three sources: study of the literature, self
observation, and interviews. Self observation refers to design activities that
were performed by the engineering partners participating in the IMPROVE
project. Furthermore, interviews were conducted with several industrial part-
ners. Based on these three sources, the design process was structured. On the
one hand, the design process was constructed such that it reflects industrial
practice and the scientific state of the art. On the other hand, we incorpo-
rated innovative concepts which are intended to advance the current state of
the art, e.g. with respect to the collaboration between chemical and plastics
engineering.

Figure 1.10 merely shows a simplified cutout of the overall design process
serving as a reference scenario within the IMPROVE project. Furthermore, the
diagram should be viewed as a trace rather than as a normative description.
That is, it shows a partially ordered set of steps parts of which will be covered
by the guided tour (shaded rectangles). Therefore, the figure serves as a map
for the guided tour. Of course, a process model for design processes in chemical
engineering has to be defined on a much more general level since it has to cover
a class of design processes rather than a specific instance.

The design process was modeled in WOMS [400], a modeling tool which
has been developed in one subproject of IMPROVE (see Sect. 5.1). The nota-
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Fig. 1.10. Overview of the design process

tion used to describe the design process is the C3 formalism [221], a modeling
language for the notation of work processes. The abbreviation C3 stands for
the three aspects of workflow modeling which are represented in this formal-
ism: cooperation, coordination, and communication. The elements of C3 are
roles (e.g. reaction expert), activities (e.g. design reaction alternatives), in-
put/output information (not shown in this figure), control flows (solid lines),
information flows (also not shown), and synchronous communication (repre-
sented by black squares and horizontal lines). For each role, there is a swimlane
which shows the activities executed by that role. A rounded rectangle which
contains nested rectangles corresponds to an activity whose subactivities can
be performed in any order. Finally, the notes attached to activities represent
the supporting tools. For example, a flow diagram editor (FDE) is used to
create flowsheets for reaction alternatives.

Different organizations contribute to the overall design process. The chem-
ical engineering company is responsible for the overall process design, includ-
ing reaction, separation, and compounding. Only the compounding cannot
be handled in the chemical engineering company alone. Rather, an extruder
manufacturer has to assist in designing the extruder. Altogether, this results
in an interorganizational design process. Up to a certain level of complexity,
the compounding expert and the extruder simulation expert (of the chemical
engineering company) may take care of the extruder design. The simulation
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expert of the extruder manufacturer is consulted only to solve those problems
which require specific expertise.

Besides the interorganizational cooperation, the tight interdisciplinary co-
operation between chemical and plastics engineering constitutes an innovative
key contribution of the case study. In this respect, the case study goes far
beyond the current state of industrial practice (and also advances the state of
research). First, the design of the extruder is considered in an early phase of
the design process by elaborating the interactions between the separation step
and the compounding step of the chemical process. Second, the compound-
ing expert and the extruder simulation expert of the chemical engineering
company closely cooperate with the 3D simulation expert of the extruder
manufacturer in designing the extruder. Third, the extruder is included in a
simulation of the overall chemical process.

Tool Support

The demonstrator is composed of a set of tools which are classified into two
categories (Fig. 1.11):

• The left-hand part of the figure shows technical tools which support en-
gineers in design and simulation activities. With the help of these tools,
engineers create flowsheets, prepare simulation models, run simulations,
analyze simulation results, etc. The flow diagram editor [21] is used to
create abstract and process flow diagrams. Steady-state and dynamic sim-
ulations of the chemical process are performed in the commercial tools
Aspen Plus and gPROMS, respectively. MS EXCEL (not shown) is em-
ployed for storing simulation results (instead of using a plain text file). 1D
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Fig. 1.12. Synergistic tool integration

simulations of the extruder are carried out with the help of MOREX [147].
The commercial tool BEMFlow is used for 3D simulations. The results of
these simulations are visualized in BEMView [145]. Finally, simulations of
the complete plant are run in CHEOPS [462], which couples heterogeneous
simulation tools for individual steps of the chemical process. The subpro-
ject names (e.g. A1, B1, and I2) are explained in the next subsection.

• The right-hand part of the figure displays novel tools which provide added
value by new functionality, relying on and integrating technical tools (see
1.1.2). All of these tools have been developed in the IMPROVE project.
AHEAD [169, 355] is a management system which supports the coordi-
nation of design activities and provides for coarse-grained tool integration
(tools are launched via the work environment of the AHEAD system).
KomPaKt [456] supports synchronous cooperation in distributed multi-
media work sessions. PRIME [371] is a process engine which adds fine-
grained process support to other tools such as e.g. the flow diagram4 edi-
tor. TRAMP [188] is used to record and organize product and process data
in a multimedia data warehouse. Finally, the demonstrator also includes
various integrator tools to be explained below.

From the perspective of computer science, the key contribution of the demon-
strator not only comprises novel tool functionality [348], but also its synergistic
integration, to form an overall design environment. This environment, sketched
in Fig. 1.12, provides added value which goes beyond the use of the individual
4 The terms flowsheet and flow diagram are used as synonyms in this book. Also,

we use flowsheet editor and flow diagram editor in parallel.
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tools. Technical tools are located at the bottom, synergistic tools are placed
on top of the technical tools. The tools are connected by use relationships,
some of which are omitted (e.g., the use relationships between AHEAD and
technical tools are not shown). (This picture is more detailed than Fig. 1.8, as
it contains the existing tools of the scenario. It is more abstract, as it ignores
wrappers.) Let us briefly explain the use relationships, proceeding from the
top to the bottom and from left to right:

• CHEOPS couples different kinds of simulators to perform plant-wide sim-
ulations and therefore uses MOREX, gPROMS, and Polymers Plus.

• The process engine PRIME is used to extend the functionality of the flow
diagram editor by providing executable process fragments. Furthermore,
PRIME calls MOREX to launch 1D simulations of the extruder.

• AHEAD calls KomPaKt in order to initiate multimedia conferences. Con-
versely, KomPaKt relies on managerial data provided by AHEAD, e.g.,
data about participants of a conference.

• TRAMP calls BEMView, a tool built on top of BEMFlow, to visualize
simulation data.

• The integrator for plant-wide simulations composes a simulation model
for CHEOPS by querying the flowsheet for components to be simulated,
retrieving the simulation documents for components via AHEAD, and in-
cluding them into the set of files for CHEOPS.

• Finally, the integrator between the flow diagram editor and AHEAD ex-
amines the flowsheet to update managerial data in the AHEAD system
(such as updating of a task net after structural changes to the flowsheet
have been performed).

In addition to the tools and their synergistic integration, Fig. 1.12 also shows
other contributions which were indispensable for building the demonstrator:

• An IMPROVE subproject was responsible for the case study, which was
modeled in WOMS. Thus, this subproject served as a global coordinator
which integrated the contributions of individual subprojects into a coher-
ent design process.

• Another subproject contributed through the development of data models
for chemical engineering, which were collected and integrated in the overall
CLiP data model [491].

• Another subproject developed the service management layer [438], which
provides a communication platform for tool integration.

• Finally, the software architecture of the overall design environment was
also developed in a subproject, which provided the organizational frame-
work for software integration [26].
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Key Parts of the Demo

Figure 1.13 summarizes the key parts of the demo (see novel process aspects
of 1.1.2). These highlights are explained briefly below, following the order in
which they appear in the demo.

Process Integrated 1D Simulation

The design of the extruder is considered early in the design process. In order
to integrate the extruder design into the overall design, the extruder simula-
tion expert uses the flow diagram editor to model the extruder in terms of its
functional zones. The process engine PRIME is used to provide process frag-
ments to support the simulation expert above the level of basic commands. To
achieve this, PRIME is tightly integrated with the flow diagram editor (e.g.,
PRIME extends command menus, queries and controls user selections, etc.).
From such a process fragment, the simulation tool MOREX is called, which
is integrated with PRIME in a much looser way by means of wrappers.

Interorganizational Management

The cooperation between the chemical engineering company and the extruder
manufacturer is supported at the managerial level by the AHEAD system,
which is used to delegate the 3D simulation of the extruder. Both companies
run their own instance of the AHEAD system each of which accesses a local
database. In this way, the use of a central database is avoided. The manage-
ment data are kept consistent by a runtime coupling which is based on the
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exchange of events. Thus, the chemical engineering company is kept informed
about the state of execution of the delegated subprocess.

3D Simulation and Conferencing

The simulation expert performs the 3D simulation in BEMFlow (not shown
in the demo). Before running the simulation, he uses TRAMP to retrieve data
from previous simulations which may give hints on setting up the simulation
parameters. The simulation results are visualized in BEMView and are stored
and annotated in TRAMP in order to augment the experience database. The
results are discussed in a conference, which is performed with the help of Kom-
PaKt. The conference tool is launched via the AHEAD system. Conversely,
KomPaKt queries the AHEAD system for various kinds of data such as the
participants to be invited and the documents to be presented. BEMView is
used in the conference to visualize and discuss the simulation results.

Heterogeneous Plant-Wide Simulation

A plant-wide simulation is performed with the help of CHEOPS, which cou-
ples different kinds of simulators (MOREX, gPROMS, and Polymers Plus)
at run time. The input data for CHEOPS are generated by an integration
tool which queries the flowsheet for the components and their connections,
retrieves the respective simulation models via the AHEAD system, generates
an input file for CHEOPS, and also passes the simulation models to CHEOPS.
The integrator cannot run completely automatically, since the user still has
to select the simulation models to be used from sets of candidate models.

Integration between the Flow Diagram Editor and AHEAD

At the end of the demo, the requirements are changed with respect to the
properties of the chemical product (PA6). An integrator tool is used to assist in
propagating these changes. However, user interaction is required to determine
the consequences of the changes and the activities to be performed. This
interactive process results in an updated task net determining which new
activities have to be executed and which old activities have to be restarted.
Major decisions still rest (intentionally!) with the manager. For example, the
affected parts of the flowsheet cannot be determined automatically. Rather,
they have to be marked manually.

1.2.3 Demonstration

This subsection offers a guided tour through the IMPROVE demonstrator
2003. The demo was also documented by a set of video clips which may be
viewed online (http://se.rwth-aachen.de/sfbdemo).
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Process Integrated 1D Simulation

The demo starts when the reaction and the separation have already been de-
signed in parallel. In the sequel, the compounding step of the chemical process
is addressed. At this stage, it has already been decided that compounding is
performed with the help of an extruder. The polymers fed into the extruder
are melted. Furthermore, glass fibers are added, and monomers are degassed.

The overall design process is managed with the help of the AHEAD sys-
tem, which will be shown later. AHEAD provides a management environment
which represents the design process as a task net. In addition, AHEAD sup-
ports the management of products (of the design process) and resources (the
design team). The products are represented as versioned documents such as
flow diagrams, simulation models, simulation results, etc. These documents
are created with the help of the technical tools which were introduced in
Subsect. 1.2.2.

In addition to the management environment, AHEAD provides a work en-
vironment for designers which displays a personalized agenda of tasks. When
a task is selected in the agenda, a work context is displayed containing the rel-
evant documents (input, output, and auxiliary documents). The work context
is used to start tools operating on these documents. All tools for performing
technical tasks (i.e., design and simulation tasks in the demo process) can be
activated via the work environment of the AHEAD system.

The following steps are concerned with the design of the compounding
step. They are supported by the flow diagram editor and the simulation tool
MOREX. The extruder simulation expert models the compounding process
as a part of the overall chemical process with the help of the flow diagram
editor. The respective part of the flow diagram is used to derive a model for
1D simulation in MOREX.

Both the flow diagram editor and MOREX are integrated with the PRIME
process engine. The user of the respective tool is not aware of the process
engine, which operates transparently. Rather, process fragments appear as
high-level commands which bundle basic commands of the tools to be invoked
manually without process support. Furthermore, the process engine may trace
user interactions for different purposes (event-based activation of process frag-
ments or recording of user interactions, see below).

Process integration was performed a posteriori for both tools: The flow
diagram editor is based on MS Visio, a commercial drawing tool. From the
perspective of the process engine, MOREX can be considered as a legacy
system. In both cases, the source code of the tool was not modified to perform
process integration. The achievable level of process integration was constrained
by the interfaces provided by the tools:

• For the flow diagram editor, tight process integration was implemented.
E.g., by modifying the command menus, it was possible to launch process
fragments directly from the editor.
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Fig. 1.14. Flow diagram editor

• Only loose process integration could be realized with MOREX. Basically,
PRIME may only trace the actions of MOREX and record these traces.
In addition, process fragments may be launched in an event-based fashion,
but it is not possible to activate process fragments directly via a command
offered in MOREX.

The flow diagram editor is invoked via the work environment of the AHEAD
system on the current flow diagram, which decomposes the chemical process
into the basic steps reaction, separation, and compounding. To model the
internals of the compounding step, the compounding expert creates a refining
subdiagram. The compounding process in the extruder is decomposed into
functional zones: simple polymer flow, degassing of monomers, addition of
glass fibers, and degassing of air (Fig. 1.14). Furthermore, parameters relevant
for the simulation are specified (e.g., the screw speed is defined as 300/min).
Finally, the compounding expert passes the flow diagram to the extruder
simulation expert for performing a 1D simulation in MOREX. Please note
that the addition of glass fibers cannot be simulated in MOREX; this will be
handled later in BEMFlow (3D simulation).

The 1D simulation expert opens the flow diagram using the flow diagram
editor. He activates a command for generating a simulation model for the
extruder. The simulation model contains the functional zones defined in the
flow diagram. The simulation model is opened in MOREX, a 1D simulator
which is used to simulate mass flows and heat flows in an extruder. Before the
simulation is run, the simulation expert refines the simulation model by adding
functional zones and enriching the functional zones with screw elements. The
flow diagram contains only sketchy information; for the simulation, the actual
geometry of the extruder is required.
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MOREX is coupled loosely with the process engine PRIME. In this cou-
pling mode, PRIME can merely trace the actions performed in MOREX, but
cannot control user interactions actively. The traces observed by PRIME are
stored persistently and can be analyzed later. But traces can also be used to
support the user of MOREX in an active way. For example, the simulation
expert adds a functional zone for mixing and compounding processes. This
user interaction is observed by PRIME, which recognizes a context in which
previously acquired process knowledge can be applied. PRIME opens FZEx-
plorer, a tool for exploring functional zones (Fig. 1.15). The simulation expert
may select one of the realizations for the functional zone, which is added to the
simulation model via the COM interface of MOREX. Thus, even in the case
of loose process integration the user may be supported actively to a certain
extent5.

The simulation expert still has to add material and process parameters
to the simulation model. After the simulation model has been completed,
the simulation expert runs the simulation. The results, which are displayed
graphically (Fig. 1.16), include e.g. temperature and pressure profiles.

After the simulation has been completed, the modified extruder configu-
ration is propagated back into the flow diagram. Thus, the functional zone
which was added to the extruder configuration for the mixing and compound-
ing processes is also added to the subdiagram refining the extruder. Further-
more, the functional zones are extracted from the extruder configuration and
are written to a database which is accessed by the FZExplorer. In this way,
experienced-based process support is provided.

With the help of the 1D simulation performed in MOREX, some process
parameters cannot be determined. In particular, this refers to the mixing
quality which is achieved when glass fibers are added. Therefore, it is decided
to examine the flow conditions by means of a 3D simulation in BEMFlow.

Interorganizational Management

The 3D simulation cannot be performed locally: This task requires specific
expertise which goes beyond the capabilities of the staff of the chemical engi-
neering company. Therefore, 3D simulation is delegated to the extruder man-
ufacturer. Delegation is performed with the help of the AHEAD system. In
general, any connected subprocess may be delegated to an external organi-
zation. Here, the subprocess consists of a single task which is embedded into
its context. The contractor refines the task locally to decompose the contract
into manageable activities.

Delegation is performed in multiple steps. First, the client exports the
subprocess by activating a respective command offered by the management
environment (Fig. 1.17). The delegated process is written into an XML docu-
ment which is transferred to the contractor. Next, the contractor imports this

5 Please note that PRIME cannot modify the command menu of MOREX.
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Fig. 1.15. Function zone explorer

document into his local instance of the AHEAD system. Now, the database of
the contractor contains a local copy of the delegated subprocess, including the
context into which the subprocess is embedded. Finally, both the client and
the contractor connect to a communication server which is used to synchro-
nize the local databases. Messages which are relevant to the communication
partner are transmitted via the communication server. In this way, the local
copies are kept consistent. When an instance disconnects from the communi-
cation server, a message queue is maintained which is flushed on re-connect.
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Fig. 1.16. 1D simulation in MOREX

Fig. 1.17. Export of a task to a subcontractor

The 3D simulation expert, who also plays the manager role for this small
subprocess, starts the task for 3D simulation. The corresponding state change
is propagated immediately via the communication server. Thus, the client
keeps informed about the operations performed by the contractor (and vice
versa). Subsequently, the 3D simulation expert refines the simulation task into
a sequence of subtasks for analyzing the results of 1D simulation, generating
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Fig. 1.18. Refinement of the imported task
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Fig. 1.19. Analyzing simulation histories in TRAMP

the mesh required for the 3D simulation, performing the actual simulation by
solving a set of equations, and analyzing the results of 3D simulation. The
refining task net, which is shown in Fig. 1.18, is not visible for the client, who
may monitor only the public parts of the delegated subprocess.

1.2.4 3D Simulation and Conference

After having planned the subprocess for 3D simulation, the simulation expert
starts by analyzing the results of 1D simulation, which have been transmit-
ted via a file generated by MOREX. In the next step, he creates the sim-
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Fig. 1.20. Visualizing simulation results in BEMView

ulation model. To this end, he makes use of historical data gathered from
previous simulation runs. This is supported by TRAMP, which maintains a
multi-media database of animated simulation results. TRAMP organizes its
database by domain-specific categories. When the simulation experts selects
the category“mixing quality”, the simulations matching this category are dis-
played by TRAMP. In the next step, TRAMP plays the simulation selected
by the expert (Fig. 1.19). After having investigated several simulations stored
in the database, the simulation expert creates the simulation model for BEM-
Flow.

The simulation is performed in BEMFlow off-line. Afterwards, the simu-
lation results are visualized with the help of BEMView, which animates the
flow conditions in 3D (Fig. 1.20). The simulations have been run with dif-
ferent screw speeds in order to compare the respective flow conditions. The
simulation expert, who took advantage of historical simulation data stored
in TRAMP, provides his own contributions by recording animations as video
clips, categorizing and annotating them, and storing the annotated videos in
the TRAMP database.

Subsequently, the simulation results for different screw speeds are dis-
cussed in a conference. The conference serves as an example of synchronous
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Fig. 1.21. Launching a conference from the AHEAD system

inter-organizational cooperation because both the client and the contractor
participate.

Since the conference was planned in advance, it is represented as a task in
the AHEAD system. The compounding expert, who is assigned to this task,
initiates the conference via the work environment of the AHEAD system. To
this end, he starts the task and opens its work context, from where external
tools may be activated. When the compounding expert activates the command
for initiating a conference, a dialog is displayed in which the participants of
the conference are selected from a menu of available participants (Fig. 1.21).
Likewise, all document versions contained in the work context are offered as
subjects of the conference. Here, the compounding expert selects the animated
simulation results for different screw speeds which have been prepared by the
3D simulation expert.

The conferencing tool KomPaKt is started via a CORBA wrapper. Kom-
PaKt accesses managerial data provided by the AHEAD system via the
CORBA wrapper. First, KomPaKt determines the participants to be invited.
When all participants are available, the compounding expert invites them to
join the conference. Each participant is informed by an invitation window and
accepts the invitation. Subsequently, the simulation results are discussed in
a joint working session. To this end, the respective documents are retrieved
from the management database of the AHEAD system via a CORBA wrapper.
Please note that wrappers play a crucial role in a posteriori integration.

For supporting joint working sessions, KomPaKt offers a sharing mode
called event sharing. Traditional application sharing requires to transmit high
volumes of data over the network since the actual contents of the screen has
to be sent to each participant. In contrast, KomPaKt passes more high-level
events to each application instance. This significantly reduces the amount
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Fig. 1.22. Sharing BEMView in KomPaKt

of data traveling over the network. In the demo, event sharing is applied
to BEMView, which is used to visualize the simulation results. Figure 1.22
demonstrates sharing of BEMView among two participants of the conference.
However, event sharing works also for more than two participants. In the
demo, three experts take part in the conference from the very beginning.
Then, another expert from the extruder company, who is connected via a
low bandwidth telephone line, is invited ad hoc during the conference. Event
sharing also works for such a low bandwidth of 28.8 kbit/sec.

The participants of the conference agree on a screw speed of 400/min,
which differs from the screw speed proposed originally (300/min). The in-
creased screw speed guarantees an improved mixing quality. The compounding
expert updates the flow diagram accordingly. Subsequently, the 1D simulations
are performed once again for the updated screw speed.

Heterogeneous Plant-Wide Simulation

After having simulated the components of the chemical process individually,
a simulation of the overall process is performed. To this end, different kinds
of simulators have to be coupled to form a heterogeneous simulator. We have
shown that MOREX has been used for 1D simulation of the extruder. Fur-
thermore, reaction and separation simulations have been performed with the
help of the commercial simulators Polymers Plus and gPROMS, respectively.

The simulator framework CHEOPS couples different simulators at run-
time. CHEOPS requires an input file which describes the simulation models
and simulators for the components of the overall process, as well as their de-
pendencies. Based on this information, CHEOPS starts the simulators in the
correct order. In the case of feedback loops. CHEOPS iterates the simulation
runs until a steady state is reached. The input file for CHEOPS is created by
an integrator tool which operates on multiple data sources (product manage-
ment database, integration documents, and the flow diagram).
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Fig. 1.23. Integration tool for creating an input file for CHEOPS

As the first step, the flow diagram is opened in the flow diagram editor. Sub-
sequently, the simulation expert selects the regions to be included into the
simulation. Then, he starts the integrator tool for creating the CHEOPS in-
put file from the flow diagram editor. For the selected regions, the integrator
tool determines the simulation models which have been created for these re-
gions. This is done by using both coarse-grained dependencies stored in the
product management database and fine-grained dependencies stored in in-
tegration documents. For each region, the integration tool presents a list of
candidate models to the simulation expert, who selects an appropriate model
from the list (Fig. 1.23). Subsequently, the selected models are combined ac-
cording to the mutual connections defined in the flowsheet. For performing
the global simulation, the parameters of external streams have to be defined,
as well. Finally, the input file for CHEOPS is created as an XML document.

To initiate the global simulation, the CHEOPS server as well as the wrap-
pers of all participating simulators are started. Next, the simulation expert
specifies the input file for CHEOPS and runs the simulation. CHEOPS solves
the simulation in a sequential-modular mode: Each simulator is run in turn,
where the simulation results are passed from one simulator to the next. In the
case of feedback loops, this process is iterated until a steady state is reached
(i.e., the global simulation converges).

During the simulation run, the active region is highlighted in the flow
diagram editor. Furthermore, the respective simulation model is displayed, as
well. In Fig. 1.24, the reactor is highlighted in the flow diagram (background
window), and the corresponding simulation model is shown in Polymers Plus
(foreground window). After several iterations, the simulation converges, and
the plant-wide simulation run is terminated. The simulation results are written
into an MS Excel spreadsheet.

Integration between the Flow Diagram Editor and AHEAD

For the final part of the demo, we assume that the requirements to the product
of the chemical process are changed: Both the molecular weight and the purity
of the polymer product have to be increased. As a consequence, certain tasks
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Fig. 1.24. CHEOPS at runtime: coupling heterogeneous simulators

have to be iterated, and certain documents have to be revised. Unfortunately,
it is difficult to assess the implications of the changed requirements. In particu-
lar, it is impossible to determine these implications completely automatically.
In contrast, the chief designer is supported by an interactive tool which em-
ploys both managerial data maintained in the AHEAD system and technical
data represented in the flowsheet. This tool is called FSE-AHEAD integrator6

because it assists in propagating (estimated) changes of the flowsheet into the
task net maintained by AHEAD. The updates of the task net determine which
actions have to be taken in response to the changed requirements.

To cope with the changed requirements, the reaction expert, who also
plays the role of the chief designer, inspects the flowsheet and identifies de-
vices which have to be investigated further. He concludes that both the re-
actor and the extruder may be affected, and marks these devices. Next, the
chief designer starts the FSE-AHEAD integrator from the flow diagram editor.
The FSE-AHEAD integrator receives the selected devices as inputs and deter-
mines the regions in which they are contained. Subsequently, all documents are
searched which refer to these regions. This is performed in a similar way as it

6 FSE stands for flowsheet editor
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Fig. 1.25. Determining affected documents and tasks

is done in the integrator tool for plant-wide simulation described in the previ-
ous subsection (i.e., both coarse- and fine-grained dependencies are queried).
All potentially affected documents are displayed to the chief designer, who
selects those documents he assumes to be actually affected (Fig. 1.25, left).

Subsequently, the FSE-AHEAD integrator determines all tasks which cre-
ated the documents selected in the previous step. These tasks are presented
to the chief designer, who selects those tasks he considers actually affected
(Fig. 1.25, right). The FSE-AHEAD integrator composes an agenda of tasks
which have to be re-activated. The chief designer annotates the agenda, which
is written by the FSE-AHEAD integrator into an XML document.

The agenda created by the chief designer does not become immediately ef-
fective. In contrast, it is inspected by the project manager, who makes the final
decision which tasks are going to be performed in response to the requested
changes (Fig. 1.26). When the project manager has released the agenda, the
FSE-AHEAD integrator creates a script which is sent as a batch command
file to the AHEAD system. After the script has been executed, AHEAD dis-
plays the changed task net. Subsequently, the project manager would assign
responsibilities to the tasks to be executed. However, the demo tour ends at
this point. The reader may imagine on his own how to carry on.

1.2.5 Conclusion

In this section, we have taken a short tour through the demonstrator prepared
at the end of the second phase of the IMPROVE project (in 2003). More
detailed information about the tools contributing to the demonstrator is given
elsewhere in this book. The demo tour presented here primarily serves to
demonstrate the tight integration of heterogeneous tools (given, extended, or
new) making up a novel design environment for chemical engineering. The key
message here is synergy: The interplay of the components adds value which
goes beyond the value of the individual components alone.
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Fig. 1.26. Deciding on the actions to be performed

The second contribution refers to the underlying design process, which differs
from traditional design processes in two respects. First, the design process is
characterized by tight interdisciplinary cooperation, namely between chemical
and plastics engineering. Second, the overall design process involves interorga-
nizational cooperation, as well (between a chemical engineering company and
an extruder manufacturer). This cooperation may be used for iterations and
studies of alternatives within design processes, but also for error situations
and changing requirements.
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